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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello everyone, my name is Jiaqi Tong, and I am a undergraduate from Fudan University. I worked as a summer intern at Berkeley in Dawn Song’s group. It’s my honor to introduce my work here in DLSRF. Today, I am going to talk about how to generate adversarial examples for image captioning model, in this project, we take show and tell model as an example. 
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We will begin from the background of adversarial examples. Adversarial examples are inputs to machine learning models that an attacker has intentionally designed to cause the model to make a mistake; they’re like optical illusions for machines. We think adversarial examples are a good aspect of security to work on because they represent a concrete problem in AI safety that can be addressed in the short term, and because fixing them is difficult enough that it requires a serious research effort. 



What are adversarial examples?
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Although AI gains an advanced improvement in many fields, unfortunately, it is easy to fool a deep learning system by adversarial examples. Look at the pictures in the left column, here is an image, which is classified as a panda originally. It is true right?  In the middle, is a magnified perturbation picture, actually, you cannot see the pixel difference if it is not magnified. When we add the perturbation to the panda’s image, it seems that two pictures are the same right? It is hard to tell the difference by human’s eyes. But, the classification system can give a result of gibbon with high confidence. This means an adversarial example can cause a classifier to misclassify. And, here we provide another example. On the right column are adversarial examples for image segmentation and object detection. We can also find that with a low perturbation, we can design a target result, like the oval in the first row. Because Chang said a lot about adversarial examples, I can go on without elaboration. So far, traditional techniques for making machine learning models more robust, such as weight decay and dropout, generally do not provide a practical defense against adversarial examples. Thus, it is important for us to explore the property of adversarial examples. 



The Show and Tell model is a deep neural network that learns how to 
describe the content of images.
The encoder is a deep convolutional neural network - inception V3
The decoder is a long short-term memory (LSTM) network.
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Now, let’s move to image captioning system. As we know, the image classification, segmentation and object detection systems are all well-researched by researchers, so we choose image captioning model because there is no considerate research about it.Automatically describing the content of an image has attracted interests recently both because of its importance in practical applications and because it connects two major artificial intelligence fields: computer vision and natural language processing. Several generative models based on deep recurrent architecture perform accurately across different evaluation metrics. However, for other machine learning system, an extensive property is the existence of adversarial examples, which can transfer among different architectures. We want to prove this property still exists in image captioning.We choose the show and tell model because it is state-of-the-art deep learning model and also achieves good performance in image captioning test.The Show and Tell model is an example of an encoder-decoder neural network. It works by first "encoding" an image into a fixed-length vector representation, and then "decoding" the representation into a natural language description. It often shows as a structure of who doing what at where.The image encoder is a deep convolutional neural network. This type of network is widely used for image tasks and is currently state-of-the-art for object recognition and detection. And in this particular network, the encoder is the Inception v3 image recognition model.The decoder is a long short-term memory network. This type of network is commonly used for sequence modeling tasks such as language modeling and machine translation. In the Show and Tell model, the LSTM network is trained as a language model conditioned on the image encoding. Since Lun said a lot about this topic, I can quickly pass this one. Here, words in the captions are represented with an embedding model. Each word in the vocabulary is associated with a fixed-length vector representation that is learned during training.The following diagram illustrates the model architecture.



non-targeted attacking

targeted attacking

• easy to reach
• hard to evaluate

• relatively hard to reach
• easy to evaluate

objective function

training operation

objective function

training operation
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So how to generate adversarial examples in this generative model? We mainly focus on two aspects. They are non-targeted attacking and targeted attacking. To make it easier, non-targeted attacking is like we want to fool the model, whatever the result is. But targeted attacking is a intended design, to lead the model outputs particular result.We assume a generator J outputs a caption as the prediction. Given an original image x, with ground truth label y. A non-targeted adversarial example is that we add a small perturbation to x, we call it x quote. Intuitively, it should have the same ground truth as x, but the prediction is totally irrational. A targeted adversarial example also adds a perturbation to the image and make the attacking image give the output the same as a target specified by the adversary. This two problem are quite similar and share the same method. For what I do, is using gradient descend method to train the input images on a fixed LSTM model. But for non-targeted attacking, it’s easy to make the output different from the ground truth, but it’s also hard to evaluate the result, cause you cannot define what means totally different. And target attacking is opposite, cause there are some metrics to ensure the prediction is quite similar to target caption. Observe the two objective functions, we just need to do a little change from the original function of image captioning. We want to maximize the distance between the inference and ground truth. So, we can train the input image with a negative loss. And for targeted attacking, we minimize the distance between the inference and our target. The training operation is showing above.



Evaluation

non-targeted

targeted

Method A
5 captions with 1000 random images

Method B
5 images with 1000 random captions
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After using gradient descend method to generate adversarial examples for MSCOCO dataset. We can evaluate the performance by several metrics. For example, BLEU-4, Meteor and Cider. These metrics are often used in nature language processing to evaluate the similarity of two sentences. Look at the first table, shows our result valued by MSCOCO toolkit. The first and second rows represent the score of original show and tell model, and refined show and tell model. Then is our version of show and tell model, it achieves high scores near the refined one. Then we calculate the three metrics on our adversarial dataset. All scores have been cut down about 40%. This is the result for non-targeted attacking.For evaluating targeted attacking, we choose the method elaborated in Densecap. In method A, we choose 5 captions with 1000 different images. Look at the second table, EM indicates exact match. We can see the average score of EM is over 90, which means over 90% images can give the exact target as a result. However, here C5 receives a low score, to explain, this caption contains  a word “runway ”, and half of the wrong inferences output “tarmac” instead. Now, we transfer to method B, also choose 5 images with 1000 different captions. Now, the EM score is about 28. It seems the scores are much lower than method A right? To explore why this phenomenon happened, we read all the selected captions, then we find if the caption starts with "a", it has higher probability to be exactly matched. If not, there is a great chance that the output will begin with "a" and will different from the original caption. 



Non-targeted

Raw a bathroom sink sitting 
under a mirror next to a sink .

Attacking a teddy bear sitting on 
top of a wooden bench . 

Attacking a pair of scissors sitting 
on top of a piece of luggage .

Raw a black and white 
photo of a street light . 
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Here I present some of my non-targeted adversarial examples. You can see for each one, the ground truth is quite different from the attacking prediction. 



Targeted

target: a large long train on a steel track.
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Also, here are some of targeted adversarial examples. They all have the same target, some reach the exact target and some cannot reach with certain RMSE limitation. For instance, the fourth picture is very stable, the adversarial examples cannot fool the model. But actually, we can attack it after increasing the RMSE limitation.



RMSE statistics
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Besides, we still have some examples show different targets to the same image. Although I know you cannot tell the difference of these pictures. Most of them fool the system successfully, and few of them paraphrase the sentence, like two zebras and a couple of zebra are equal semantically. We also can observe if a target starts with an a, it should be easy to reach than other words, because most training data start with an ‘a’.On the right side is a RMSE statistics figure. Most of our perturbations locate from 5 to 15. Generally speaking, it is hard to distinguish with perturbation lower than 10. 



Futur
e 

Work

• Try to figure out how to keep the precision after 
restore the images and get high accuracy with 
loading attacking images

• Tune hyper-parameters to get better performance 
both on accuracy and perturbation

• Change the method: FGS/FG etc

• Do more experiments on different image captioning 
system and compare their security attributes

• Can the adversarial examples used in black-box 
attacking?
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Finally, I will figure out what I can do in the future. I met a problem when finish this project. I found the precision will be affected by the transfer from Numpy array to image format. I will continue explore the reason and solution in the future. Then, I want to generate better adversarial examples by tuning hyper parameters like learning rate and epochs. Another idea is I can try other method like FGS or FG. Also try different image captioning model. At last, I can explore the transferability of black-box attacking. 
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Here is my reference, I mainly spend my time on show and tell model, it is published in 2014 and refined in 2016, and it targets at the MSCOCO image captioning challenge.



Q & A
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my introduction is over, any questions or comments?



THANKS
For listening

Jiaqi Tong
jessietong96@gmail.com
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